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Patrolling  Magazine 

Trip Reports, photos, and any items of interest are all welcome.  Please forward to the Editor.  Contact 
details on page 3. 

THE  DEADLINE  FOR  AUGUST  ISSUE  IS:-  23rd JULY  2018 
 

Views and opinions expressed in this magazine are not those of the Nissan Patrol Club of SA, unless specific 
reference is made to the article 

Front cover is a February 2011 adaptation from Marie Schultz’s 2003 original concept.  

Patrolling the Editor’s Desk 

Hi Folk 
Well it seems the cold weather has certainly set in. We had a fantastic 12 days in the 
Corner Country with our wonderful trip leaders Aileen & Rod and the weather was great. 
Mostly around 30 degrees during the day and not too cold in the night which is I believe 
unusual for the desert. I took way too much bedding but it’s best to be prepared. 
Now at home in the cold I’m not looking forward to the real winter.  
I’ve been having some troubles with my internet provider. The frustration of telling my 
story over and over is driving me spare. Perhaps by the end of it I will learn a little 
patience. At least I’m inside 
Keep warm everyone Cheers, Anne  

EYRE PENINSULA TRIP 16Th-25TH MAY 
A small group of 5 NPC members met at Pt. Augusta for lunch. After gaining permission to visit a 
repeater station tower on Lincoln Gap H. S. the group camped near the edge of a dry salt lake in 
Gilles C. P. 
They drove 40kms of back tracks to Kimba for morning tea. Intending to travel the Old Buckleboo 
Stock route they travelled to homestead to ask directions but found no one at home. Plotting the 
course on a map was more difficult than anticipated and just as they began to doubt Lorraine 
Beythien led them through a gate and straight on to the stock route. (editor)   Anyway after all 
that, we really enjoyed driving along it. The track was bulldozed through the dense scrub and was 
very soft and sandy and provided plenty of good slides. Along the track we stopped at a small 
park called Corrobinnie C.P. which featured large granite outcrops from which we had a good 
view of the surrounding countryside. On leaving the stock route we toured some more backtracks 
before camping in the Hambridge C.P. 
Next morning we drove around the perimeter of the park along the fire break as there were no 
tracks through the park, before travelling to Hinks C.P. The vegetation of this park is very        
colourful, being variety od reds, oranges, yellows and greens. We followed a track through the 
centre of the park which consisted of many large parallel sand dunes covered with thick           
vegetation. We stopped briefly at Verran Hill to take in the view before continuing. 
Unfortunately Trevor saw an old track going into the scrub (a great one for checking out old 
tracks) so off we went. Actually I thought it looked more like a foot track. This track in fact 
proved to be ideal for stripping the vehicles paint work back to bare metal, but, just as we getting 
used to the high pitched screeching the track ceased. What a disappointment! We then had to 
drive all the way back again on the main track. By this time we decided that we had a pretty fair 
idea of what the park was like so we drove to the three building town of Butler’s Tanks and 
camped on a nearby property. The next morning after a tour of the property in the back of a ute 
we continued on our way to a place called Moody Rock which was situated near the train line and 
was a large granite outcrop used as a catchment area for rain water.  This was collected and store 
at the base by a concrete dam with a galvanised iron roof. The steam trains that travelled the line 
until the late 1960’s used this water 
Stopping at Cummins to replenish our supplies we camped in Coffin Bay N.P. at Black Springs 
campground, a really nice spot on the water’s edge with our own beach just outside the tents. A 
day trip to Point Sir Isaac was interesting, first driving along the beach then heading inland 
through a section of land cleared for farming in the 1950’s. Reaching the tip of the peninsula we 

Continued Page 22  
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(Remember to complete your ICE form prior  
to commencing on your Trip.) 

 
All participants must register their name and vehicle registration on the trip sheet, or 
advise the trip leader of their participation.  Registration is required to comply with the 
Club’s public liability insurance policy.  Visitors are welcome to join most trips and social 
events; simply register your name on the sheet in the trip folder or see the Trips Officer.   
Visitors must also sign the Club “Warning” forms if participating on a trip. 
 
All participants must confirm with the designated Trip Leader by the Confirmation Date 
that they still wish to attend the event or trip.  Failure to do so will indicate to the Trip 
Leader that you do NOT wish to participate. 
 
If at the last minute you are unable to join a trip for which you have registered, please 
make every endeavour to advise either the trip leader or someone else joining the trip.  
This will ensure the group is not held up waiting for a non-arrival. 

 

 
2018 
 

 
Future Events 

 
Leader 

 
Activity 

2nd – 30th June Canning Stock Route Dave Roe 4W Driving 

16th – 17th June Peake Craig Wood, Helen 
& Dave Richards 

Driver training, camp 
cooking & 4x4 games 

24th June Mid-year lunch At Club Marion  Social 

12th October Theatre night – 

      Can Can 

 Jeff Schapel Social 

2nd-4th November Morgan Training 
weekend 

Dave Richards 4W Driving 

Social 

19th-20th October Deep Creek – 

Working bee 

 Wayne Dunn Park maintenance 

Camping & Social 

25th November Xmas family picnic   Social 

16th December Breakfast in the park   Social 

Easter 2019 The Pyrenees  
Victoria 

Helen & Dave 
Richards 

4W Driving 

Social 
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The Presidents Points 

Advanced Notice 

Upcoming speaker: Bruce Pearce from  Adelaide Snake Catchers 

General meeting 

October 4th 

He will be bringing live snakes and discuss first aid advice 

 

 

 

 

Hi Patrollers, 
Hard to believe we are half way through the year.  
A few of our members would have returned from Venus Bay and 
hopefully we will hear about the trip. We had our theatre night on 
Friday 11th May to see the musical “High Society’.  A great coffee was enjoyed at 
Bocelli Caffe after the show. 
We have our Peake Training & Social Games weekend on the 16th &17th June. Looks 
like its going to have a good attendance. 
Our mid-year lunch being held on Sunday 24th June 2018 at the Club Marion at 
12.30pm. A 3-course meal at $45 a head is being provided. Payment to be made 
June General meeting. 
To keep you all in the loop, all the cupboards have been cleaned out and tidied up 
as well as being labelled. This will help when people return property back to the 
cupboards. This task was also done for Insurance purposes, allowing us to know 
what we have in stock for our Property Officer. Our new book “Introduction to 4W-
Driving Techniques” will soon be printed and available to all who wish to have a 
copy. 
Dave and I are heading up north to the Kimberley’s and will be away for 3 months, 
returning for the October General Meeting. Hoping to catch some sun and to enjoy 
the experiences that the top of W.A. can offer us.  I would like to thank John Day for 
stepping up and chairing the meetings while we are away.  
See you all when we return. 
Remember………….Life can only be understood backwards, but it must be lived for-
wards. Remember your past, learn from it and head positively into the future. 
Happy travels, 
Your club President    
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CONQUEST TYREPOWER 
72 GRANGE ROAD 

WELLAND 
PH. 83401404 

CHRIS BAKER 

TYRE PRESSURE MONITORING 
SYSTEMS 

 
FROM $349 LESS 10% CLUB 

DISCOUNT $315 

T/LESS TYRE REPAIR KITS 
 

$45 LESS 10% CLUB  
DISCOUNT $40 

10% DISCOUNT ON ALL BRAKE, STEERING AND SUSPENSION  
REPAIRS INCLUDING IRONMAN SPRINGS AND SHOCKERS. 

SPECIAL CLUB PRICES ON ALL KELLY, KUMHO, COOPER  & 
TOYO TYRES 

FREE AFTER SALES SERVICE ON EVERY SET OF 4 TYRES  
PURCHASED (ROTATION AND BALANCE, & CHECK STEERING,  

SUSPENSION & BRAKES EVERY 10000KM FOR THE LIFE OF THE 
TYRES 
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NPCSA is now on  
You, along with family & friends can follow the Nissan Patrol 
Club SA on  Facebook.   
                          

Give us a big thumbs up atwww.facebook.com/NissanPatrolClubSA 
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Support the businesses that support the Club 

  

  

  

www.batterydiscounters.com.au 

CHEAPEST BATTERIES TO SUIT 
ALL CARS & 4WDs IN ADELAIDE 

Peter & Rick's Auto Workshop 

14 Provident Avenue 
Glynde SA 5070 
Ph: 08 8365 5100 

 

 
 

Facebook Likes 
 

1647 
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Easter Escapade  
N.P.C & Otways 4WD Club get together 
 

Our Easter trip commenced on the outskirts of Tailem Bend where 9 vehicles had 
gathered to travel in convoy to our campsite for the next few nights. Helen and 
Dave led us on this part of the journey. It was decided to get off the main drag and 
drive via Pinnaroo and Lameroo before cutting down into Lake Albacutya from the 
north. It did turn out to be the longer way, but there was much less traffic on the 
roads for our convoy to contend with. We stopped at Pinnaroo for fuel and a lunch 
break and eventually arrived at Western Beach campground on one side of the 
“lake”! This so-called lake is very dry at the moment and word has it that the last 
time it was full was back in 1975. Since then, it has had some water channelled in 
at times. The basin of the lake covers about 5000 hectares. 
 
Most of us had caravans or campers so it didn’t take us too long to pick a spot amongst 
the trees and settle in. The camp area had a toilet block with flushing toilets and cold 
showers for the brave! There were fire pits and picnic sets dotted around the camp area, 
which we put to good use. A good supply of firewood had been brought over by most of 
us. Some of the NPC and Otway members had arrived earlier and made themselves at 
home already. Others arrived later, and it was a getting to know or reacquaint around the 
campfire that night with a happy hour before tea. 
Friday morning, we gathered for the business 
side of the weekend and were divided into two 
groups to set off in different directions for the 
day. Gareth and Geoff from The Otways Club 
were the trusted leaders for the day with Eric 
and Ken assigned to Tail End Charlie duties. 
 
Our group, led by Geoff, set off to Chinaman’s 
Well first where we had morning tea, and then it 
was lots of sand driving on good tracks. Ben, in 
his Prado, managed to stake a tyre through the 
side wall so it was all out to watch him work with 
some fatherly advice from Craig!! We arrived at 
Big Billy Bore Campground for lunch in The Big 
Desert National Park. There were toilets and picnic settings here and a few campers in 
place. Helen shared around some lovely lamingtons to finish lunch off with. Onwards 
then to Milmed Track with a stop at  Milmed Rock for photos - not much of a rock but 
does stand out in this sandy area. There were lots of ‘whoopsies’ on the tracks and our 

sand driving techniques were put to the 
test. We were back in camp not long  
before the B group with only enough 
time for a quick happy hour before     
getting tea on. Some had to wait for 
coals to be ready so the camp ovens 
could go on, with Dave having hunger 
pangs well before his tea was ready. We 
had all eaten by then. A good campfire, 
a few drinks and a bit of banter while the 
full moon shone down on us. 
 
Saturday morning was a restful one with 

perfect weather yet again. A group of us had decided to do the Silo Art trail so with AJ in 
the lead, so we set of at 10 o’clock to refuel in Rainbow first. Rainbow is the closest town 
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to where we were staying at 14 kms away. It 
has a population of about 500 and seems to 
have all the amenities, including 2 pubs, a 
school, bowling club, swimming pool,       
supermarket, caravan park, motel and a   
retirement home. A few colourful murals  
provided a pictorial acknowledgment of the 
early pioneers, the town and the district. 
 
With full tanks, we set off first to the town of 
Patchewollock. The first mural was of a man of the land and a gum tree. Quite a few 
sightseers were in town to see the mural. The next stop was in Lascelles to see the     
elderly man and woman mural. We arrived at this one at the same time as a group of      
4-wheel drives with their caravans in tow, so it was bit crowded for a while. 
Silo Art number 3 was in Rosebery where we stopped for lunch and enjoyed the site of a 
motorcycle club lined up in front of the silo. Helen particularly enjoyed the site of Warwick 
the Hulk and his muscled, tattooed bare torso astride his machine!! Photographic        
evidence of this!!! This silo had a couple with a horse and a sheep. Onwards to Silo  
number 4 in Brim which had 4 silos in a row, each with a person painted on in sepia    
colours. Silo number 5, at Sheep Hills, was a very colourful mural and my favourite. It  
depicted aboriginal children and was so well done. The last silo on our trail was a small 
one and was in Rupanyup. We then elected to go into Dimboola to refuel for the next 
days drive and then it was back to camp for a quick spruce up and into the pub at     
Rainbow for our tea. It was a busy night at the pub with the other hotel being closed for 
renovations. We almost filled the place up but still left room for the locals. It took awhile 
to  order and get our meals but that was  understandable with the amount of people. 
They did a good job getting us all fed. After tea it was time for the speeches, as this is 
the 10

th
 anniversary or our club’s association with The Otway’s club. Each Easter the two 

clubs meet up and have an adventure in different  areas of Victoria. A cake was unveiled, 
and a framed honorary membership certificate was presented to the Otway club - it  

hardly seems like 10 years since we did the first 
trip with them. Then back to camp in our own time  
leaving some to celebrate further. 
 
Sunday morning, we were woken by the sound of 
kookaburra laughing and the pitter patter of Easter 
bunnies’ feet as it hopped from camp to camp   
depositing delectable chokkie eggs on our door 
steps. Thanks Bunny and helpers. 
 
Time for some more driving, so we swapped     
itineraries with the B group and set off, once again 

led by Geoff. We went down the boat ramp and drove across the lake on Boat Ramp 
Track, which bisects Lake Albycutya. Then into Wyperfield National Park and along 
tracks named Dattuck, Ginap, Moonah and Meridian, just to name a few. We lunched at 
Casuarina Camp Ground and once 
again it was well equipped with a toilet, 
fireplace,    picnic facilities and plenty of 
shade. We then travelled along Race-
course Track past     Rabbiters Hut and 
an old timbered well. We arrived at 
Snowdrift Camp where the big sandhill 
beckoned some to scale and others to 
observe the climb! Headed back to  
                                  Continued page 19                           
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Lake Albacutya 

The Darling at Wilcannia 

Getting to know each other

From the cliffs at Venus Bay 
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Lake Albacutya 

Getting to know each other 
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Corner Country Trip 
 
Saturday 21 April 
We left home at 7:10 to drive to Bolivar to 
meet Anne and Ian who were accompanying 
us on this trip.   It was a pleasant sunny  
morning and we enjoyed the drive from    
Bolivar to Tarlee and then Manoora.   After 
Manoora we ran into some rain but this had 
passed by the time we reached Burra. We 
stopped beside the Burra Creek for morning 
tea where we were joined by the local ducks.   
Once on the road again we viewed  another 
wind farm and also the static turbine  display at Mt Bryan.   We continued through dry cropping 
acreage and then through salt bush country populated with emus before arriving in Broken Hill.   
We booked into the  caravan park and set up for the night before enjoying a warm pleasant    
evening under the stars.  
 
Sunday 22 April 
We packed and fuelled the cars before enjoying a milk shake at Bells Milk bar to celebrate my 
birthday.   It was then a short tour around the town of Broken Hill including the top of the BHP 
slag heap to view the Big Red Park Bench and Line of Lode Miners Memorial.   Mid morning we 
set off towards Wilcannia through very dry barren country with lots of road kill and black crows 
looking for a feed.   There was not a cloud in the sky and we continued to see a large number of 
emus through here.   We stopped at Little Topar for lunch before continuing onto      Wilcannia.   
Ian had not been to Wilcannia before so we did a tour around the streets and also viewed the very 
dry Darling river.   It has become a series of very small water holes.   A very sad sight indeed! 
From here we headed to White Cliffs where we booked into the caravan park for the night.   We 
explored the mine sites and enjoyed a drink at the Underground Motel while we took ourselves on 
a self guided tour of the motel.   This was both interesting and enjoyable.   We then headed back 
to camp for tea, followed by sitting outside in the mild evening chatting under the  beautiful stars.   
A couple of games of cards followed while the locals enjoyed themselves at the hotel  following a 
big day of Rodeo and Gymkhana. 
Monday 23 April 
We paid our dues for the caravan park in the honesty box as the caretaker had not been around to 
collect them.  We fuelled the cars at $1.81 per litre and left White Cliffs.  We left at 9am so the 
kangaroos were jumping everywhere and we spotted a couple of eagles feasting on dead ones.   
The corrugations on this road to Tibooburra started, so we stopped and dropped the air in the 
tyres.  We detoured along a very scenic track towards Packsaddle.  This track was much smoother 
than the road we were on and passed through station properties.  We were opening and shutting 
gates and crossing dry water courses lined with trees.  We enjoyed a break and morning tea at one 
of these picture perfect spots  before joining the Silver City Highway from Broken Hill.  We 
stopped at the iconic outback Packsaddle  Hotel for lunch before  continuing through open dry 

country during the afternoon.  We arrived in Tiboo-
burra and settled into the caravan park before taking 
a short walk through the town.   Tibooburra is a 
small historic gold mining town with a main street, 
two hotels, an Information Centre and Courthouse 
Museum. In a park at the end of the main street there 
is also a replica of Sturt's whaleboat. 
 
Tuesday 24 April 
This morning we were woken by the corella's in the 
trees and the horses neighing in the next paddock.    
Following pack up and refuelling the cars we headed 
to the three extremities of Tibooburra to look at the      
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artwork depicting the cattle industry and historic 
mining times.  In the Information Centre they       
displayed the original survey post from  Cameron 
Corner and we bought our passes here to enter 
Sturt National Park.   We left Tibooburra along 
the Sturt National Park Jump Up Loop Road.   
The area was very dry gibber plain and the track 
was extremely corrugated.   We   encountered  
problems trying to keep the van door closed due 
to the   extreme corrugations.  After four   
attempts, a bit of coaxing and running repairs we 
finally had it stay shut.   We passed Connia 
Creek and viewed Mt Wood Hills and the  
southern end of the Grey Range, known as “jump 
up country”.    We  continued along the base of the hills and at the top stopped at the  lookout for a 
wonderful view of the “jump up” region and the stony rolling downs.   We stopped at Olive 
Downs campground for lunch where we ate under fly nets because of the flies!    After lunch we 
continued past Olive Downs  Homestead which was at one stage associated with   Kidman & Co 
but is now a private residence.   During the afternoon we  continued on the  Middle Road through 
gibber and saltbush plains.   It is a wonder that the plants   survive out here with   minimal water 
and we only spotted the odd   kangaroo.   We were travelling  parallel with the Queensland/NSW 
border and  Dingo Fence through here.  The next part of this road was quite sandy and the shrubs 
and trees much taller in places.   We passed through a dry Lignum Swamp which  only floods  
during rain, through red sand dunes and also the ghost  tree   forest caused by the water-logging of 
Coolabah trees.   We drove into Fort Grey Camp Ground and stretched our legs by taking a short 
walk on the lake bed of a dry Lake Pinaroo.   Instead of staying here we decided to continue  
another 35km to Cameron Corner to camp for the night.   We came to the gate in the Dingo fence 
where we travelled from NSW to SA before turning into Cameron Corner Store  actually   situated 
in Queensland.   After our long day and  setting up camp we enjoyed a cold drink from the store.        
Following tea we were blessed with another beautiful balmy evening but as there was cloud cover 
not too many stars.   During the evening three   cattle trains pulled up for the   drivers to take their 
break at the store.   They were heading out to local properties to collect cattle for agistment as the 
local properties are so dry. We enjoyed a couple of games of cards before bed 
 
Wednesday 25 April 
This morning we were up to witness a beautiful sunrise and at 8 am we joined locals and other 
travellers at the ANZAC Day memorial service at the flag pole.   It was a lovely service and I was 
honoured and privileged to be asked to lay a wreath. Following breakfast we walked to the Corner 
post for photos and then back to the Cameron Corner Store 
“Gateway to the Far North” to buy a  t/shirt and cap.  We 
left Cameron Corner and headed west over the magnificent 
red sand dunes   spotting the odd wedge tail eagle circling 
above.  We stopped for  morning tea in a swale so we 
could  immerse ourselves in the desert experience.   We 
encountered a family of cattle on the road a few who may 
have been missed in the muster, but on the whole this sec-
tion of road was pretty devoid of wild life that we could 
see.   Once we passed Merty Merty we turned up the Old  
Strzelecki Track.   The oil well pumps were working and 
we could see the oil pipe across and along the road.   This 
was a smooth drive through dry low density vegetation so 
we stopped on the side of the road for lunch!   We arrived 
in Innamincka and set up camp on the Town Common.   It 
was hot and the flies still really bad.   Tonight we headed to the hotel for tea before a few more 
games of cards  during the evening.                                                                        

  Continued page 20 
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VENUS BAY TRIP REPORT 2018 
 A much reduced contingent of Nissan Patrollers met at Venus Bay Caravan Park this year.  
Frank & Roz, to whom we will be forever grateful for introducing us to this wildly beautiful 
place, were absent.  David & Gloria and Colin & Trish were last minute absentees due to 
health problems, and Brian & Judy were delayed for the first few weeks.  That left Bob & 
Janice, David & Lyn, us and Kate & John (now classified as visitors). 
 
 For the first week of our three week stay, the weather was magnificent.  But the tides were 
minimal and the water in the bay remained too warm for the bigger fish and consequently 
catches were few and far between.  Then came the first of the approaching winter’s low-
pressure systems with its wild winds and teeming rain.  But after a day or two the bad 
weather abated so books, games and puzzles were set aside and fishing equipment brought 
out again into the returning sunshine.  However, onshore winds persisted, churning up the 
surf at Mount Camel Beach and making casting all but impossible.  With only one mullet 
and one tommy ruff to show for a couple of hours trying, we called it quits.  In the meantime 
several boats had been launched into the bay, returning with mixed catches.  Some reported 
catching nothing at all, a few caught their limit and one caught the biggest squid anyone had 
ever seen.  In fact we did note that the squid this year were the biggest ever seen.  Even the 
seal, permanent resident of his below-jetty hide-away, caught a whopper some calculated as 
being 80 to 90 cms long in the tube section alone.  The seal, by the way, was seen to have a 
mate this year, a smaller grey version of itself.  Sharks were also seen in the bay, as reported 
by several fishermen. 
 
 The uneven weather and tidal pattern continued for the remainder of our stay, varying from 
warm, lazy, sunny days to caravan-shaking, gale-force wind from gentle, hopeful jetty-
casting to hours bobbing about in the hire boats.  But the fishing remained, for the most 
part, a relatively fruitless exercise.  We heard over and over again from the local farmers 
that “a dry year on land means a dry year for the oceans”, and this appeared to be true.  
This year was also notable for the number of dogs in the caravan park.  Indeed it appeared 
to us that more than half the residents of the park had at least one dog.  But they were no 
trouble and provided some “protection” during fish-cleaning time. 
 
 Of course none of this deterred us from having fun.  Kate organised a golf game, then there 
were the dinners at the hotel each Friday and at the sports club each alternate Sunday, and 
we had John and Janice’s birthday parties to contend with.  Our wedding anniversary was 
also celebrated, and we took over the camp kitchen for our weekly barbeques.  We also dis-
covered that the Venus Bay shop delivers excellent Devonshire Teas upon request. 
 
 David & Lyn walked all the local walks: the lookout, the cliff trail, to the well, the grave 
amid the sand dunes and to all places in between.  I organised games of Yahtzee, Zilch, 
Rummy, Canasta and Uno with the girls and quite a few books were read.  A relaxing time 
was had by all, one way or another.  Janice did a good job of organisation with regard to 
happy hour locations and rosters, and she made all the necessary phone calls for reserva-
tions, her socialisation rendering her the most appropriate person for this task, made easier 
by the reduced numbers. 
 
 With only one day to go I took myself down to the jetty for one last try, throwing myself into 
an almighty cast, and sending the baited hook as far out as possible.  Just then a young Pa-
cific Gull decided to take off in flight, and it flew straight through my line in mid-air.  Twist-
ing and turning it got into a hopeless tangle, forcing me to reel it in slowly and carefully so as 
to not cause it any further distress.  Dave & Lyn were nearby, and quickly ran for Chris (the 
Caravan Park manager and wildlife expert) who managed to cut it free apart from a little 
bit more line, which it quickly chewed off.  Sort of summed up our stay, really.   
 
 By the time we were readying ourselves to leave Brian & Judy were due to arrive, so we 
mentally wished them better luck at finding fish than we had, and made our way home with 
a near-empty fridge and a booking for next year.  With luck  it will be a “wet year on land”. 
NPC 219 
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RAA Presentation  
On Thursday 5th April Penny McKenzie from the RAA attended our general meeting at 

Challa Gardens  
 

Her presentation  was broad and covered general driving and road safety tips and road 
rules and tips for older people in the years ahead. The RAA supports older drivers by fo-
cusing on safe mobility and promotes  healthy  active lifestyle 
 
A problem with the audio on the equipment did not detract from the  discussion  in fact it 
allowed more participation 
 
I was not aware that the speed limit past or through the flashing red and blue lights  of 
emergency workers ihas been reduced to 25 kph 
 
Penny displayed some road rule quiz diagrams on the screen and I think as a club we 
did pretty well with our answers 
 
There is more information  and quizzes on the RAA website  for anyone wanting to brush 
up on road rules (https://www.raa.com.au/ ) 
and driver education is available  to refresh skills  at 
and raa.com.au/driverrefresh 
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Honorary Membership presented to the Otway 4x4 Club from the Nissan Patrol Club SA. 
10th Anniversary 

2008-2018 
 
The first communication the Nissan Patrol 
Club of SA had with the Otway 4x4 Club 
was 10 years ago. Dave & I had decided to 
run a trip to the Otway Ranges. On our 
way home from our club meeting we both 
realised we had no knowledge of this area 
at all in fact Victoria we knew little about. 
We decided to check out 4x4 clubs on the 
net. I found the Otways 4x4 Club and sent 
an email (you could honestly say a distress 
call) HELP. Explaining we required a 
guide or some assistance in suitable tracks 
with some element of fun over in their  
playground.  A few weeks passed and no 
answer.  Hmmm I was getting a little    

nervous. I came home late one night, and an email had arrived from Wayne Lucas. Yes, we can 
help you. Our first trip over to Lavers Hill and surrounds was a great success. Wayne, Sheryl,  
Aaron and all the members made us feel so welcome and camaraderie between the 2 clubs was 
now well established. 
Since that day 10 years ago, we have had the pleasure of visiting lots of beautiful forests, rugged 
coastlands, beaches, waterfalls, mountains, parks, magnificent views, food trails, wineries,    
breweries. 
We have been blessed with country hospitality at its best and for this we are very grateful. New 
friendships have been formed, both inside and outside of the club. We have also reciprocated by 
having you over to South Australia for a trip to the Northern Flinders Ranges. 
Ladies and gentlemen, in recognition of our 10th Anniversary I would like to present the Otway 
4x4 Cub with their Honorary Membership— with the Nissan Patrol Club SA Inc. 
We wish you luck in creating your own special memories and hope to continue our valued        
relationship with your club. 
 
 
Helen Richards 
(President of the Nissan Patrol Club of SA Inc.) 

 

“High Society”. 
 
 

Nissan Patrol Club enjoyed an 

evening of fun & frolicking with a 
show at the Arts Theatre  
 
Followed by coffee & cake at 
Caffe Bocelli Ristorante. 
 
Every family should have an 

“Uncle Willie”. 
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(Continued from page 11) 
camp earlier that day and got the campfire going, with more camp ovens in use that 
night and a good supply of coals available. There was lots of merriment around the fire 
that night as most campers would be heading home in the morning 
 
Early morning, the exodus begun - and then there were 6 vehicles left! 5 from NPC and 
1 from The Otways. It was a restful 
day and after lunch we all elected to 
drive into Rainbow for another look 
around and a coffee at the café 
there. Back at camp, we moved the 
campfire closer to where we all were 
for happy hour then early to bed that 
night. 
 
We packed up and broke camp the 
next morning to go our separate 
ways. 
Thanks to Helen and Dave for their ongoing association with The Otway Club and for 
kindly showing us this great part of Victoria. We will be looking forward to 2019 for a trip 
to The Pyrenees. 
 
Trip Facts  
28 vehicles present for all or part of the Easter weekend and 50 club members enjoying 
themselves. 
 
Great tracks, perfect weather, Easter eggs, hot cross buns, campfire cooking and        
interclub camaraderie enjoyed by all. 
 
The Silo Art Trail brings together internationally recognised street artists, Julia             
Volchkova, Guido van Helten, Fintan Magee, Matt Adnate, Kaff-eine and Rone, and 
takes in six of Victoria’s smallest towns. In 2015, Brisbane artist, Guido van Helten,     
created his famous “Farmers Quartet” on the Brim silo and inspired The Silo Art trail. 
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CLUB MERCHANDISE AVAILABLE TO PURCHASE 
Nissan Patrol Club sticker: Large circle $2.20. 
Nissan Patrol Club cloth badges: $6.00 
Nissan Patrol Club Key Rings: $5.00 
Water Bottles: Light stainless steel, $8.00 each or 2 for $15.00.  
Contact Aileen 

Thursday 26 April 
Another early morning with the crows and corellas  heralding in the day but it was a beautiful 
morning with perfect blue skies and a nice cool breeze, but still lots of flies!   This morning we 
went to the Trading Post and bought our park passes for the day.   We drove 20km west to the me-
morial stone placed near where Wills died.   This is a beautiful spot on the Cooper Creek.   We 
then called into Minkie Waterhole another beautiful spot to camp right on the creek amongst the 
beautiful red  river gums.   Our  next stop was at King's Marker a  memorial to King, the surveyor 
of the Burke and Wills expedition who was found near here by a search party.  We then investi-
gated Ski Beach and the lovely secluded camping spots here while we watched the pelicans and 
cormorants on the brown flowing Cooper Creek.   Our next stop was back to the Town Common 
Camping area a little further out of town to where we had camped.   The  causeway over the 
Cooper Creek was flowing quite quickly.   We drove back and forth over the causeway a couple 
of times as this was Anne's first experience at a water crossing!   After lunch we headed out to 
Burke's grave site and to Cullymurra water hole.   It was a warm day so we did not do the walk to 
the water hole but returned to town and looked through the Australian Inland Mission building 
which was rebuilt in 1994 by corporate sponsors after locating original plans in the Canberra ar-
chives.   This building fell into ruin between 1951 and 1994 when the Royal  
Flying Doctor provided people of the Cooper Country with more sophisticated health care.   Anne 
and I then enjoyed a paddle in the flowing water of the Cooper at the Causeway.   We watched as 
a couple of large yellow belly fish and a couple of  turtles were caught by the locals.   Another 
perfect mild outdoor evening was spent playing cards under a starlit sky. 
Friday 27 April 
This morning we woke to a beautiful sunrise.   Anne  heard dingos howling during the night and 
also almost stepped on a small snake this morning.   We packed up and headed to the Trading Post 
for fuel and water before heading on towards Queensland again.   Our first stop was the Burke and 
Wills bridge which spans a wide Cooper Creek.   We called into the Burke and Wills dig tree, the 
site of camp 65 where Brahe left a cache of food for Burke and his party if they returned from the 
Gulf of Carpentaria.    Our next destination was the road to Arrabury.   It was a wonderful graded 
road in places but also full of corrugations in others.   The area was dry and sparsely vegetated 
with a few tree lined water courses.   Along this road the left hand rear tyre on the car experienced 
a blow out.   It certainly made a mess of the tyre  splitting the side wall which was billowing 
smoke!   Once fixed with a spare we continued along towards Arrabury.   At the road junction 
there was no Arrabury so we turned and headed towards Cordillo Downs and South Australia 
again.   We found a camp about 5 kms from the gate to Cordillo Downs homestead and set up here 
for the night.   It was cooler this evening so after tea it was inside for our game of cards. 

To be continued next month 
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MARIE’S RECIPE    

 

Smokey Bacon, Spinach &  
Tomato Cob Loaf 
 
Add  1/2 cup of chopped semi-
dried tomatoes to a  440gm pot 
of smoky bacon dip in a bowl. 
Heat a tablespoon of olive oil 
and sauté a finely chopped on-
ion until soft. Add 100gm baby 
spinach and cook until the 
leaves are just wilting.  
Stir through the prepared dip 
 
Prepare the cob loaf by cutting 
off the top. Remove the bread from inside the loaf carefully ensuring that the walls will 
hold the dip. Pull this soft bread into bite size pieces and arrange around the loaf on an 
oven tray covered in alfoil.  Pour in the dip and replace the lid 
Bake in a  pre-heated oven at 190

0
 for 15-20 minutes. The dip should be warm and the  

bread crispy. Transfer to a serving platter and serve straight away 
 
This was very popular at the Rainbow happy hour after a pleasant day driving.  
Thankyou Marie 
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walked around the rocky coastline before lunch and stopped to explore various bays and coastline 
on the return journey. 
On returning to camp, Trevor immediately started assembling his fishing gear then hurried off 
down to the beach. I could see that he was treating this fishing business seriously, as he had     
forgone his usual quota of amber liquid. Anyway it wasn’t long before he started pulling in a   
reasonable number of fish, even if they were what I’d call John West rejects. That evening we 
were sitting around the campfire we could see the satisfaction on Trevor’s face as he scoffed 
down his meal of fish. Later Gill surprised us with a birthday cake for Richard’s birthday so we 
had an enjoyable supper.  
The next day we stopped at Point Avoid, Gunyah Beach and Coffin Bay on the way to Lincoln 
N.P. and another good camp spot overlooking McLaren Point. The following morning the   
weather had changed to grey skies and showers but improved as the morning progressed while on 
a day trip to Memory Cove. So named by Matthew Flinders as 6 of his men drowned at nearby 
Cape Catastrophe. The 108km round trip took all day as we had to travel over a very rough    
limestone track. The trip proved very worthwhile and we voted it the best spot on the trip.    
Wishing it was base camp it was still good to spend a couple of pleasant hours at lunchtime. That 
night we went to bed early as it had been a hard day’s drive. Flinders Monument after a good 
climb, offered views over the bay to Port Lincoln, and we lunched at Cape Donington near the 
light house. We relaxed at the camp site in the afternoon. The following morning leaving our 
peaceful camp site we caught up with ex club members in Pt. Lincoln for morning tea and then 
went for fuel. It was at this point that Trevor decided he had better check how much money he 
had left. On reaching into the hip pocket to grab his wallet and finding it not there he decided all 
was not ‘cool’. On reflection he remembered that while taking the shovel for a walk that morning 
as well as dropping his strides he also dropped his wallet and had forgotten to pick it up. So while 
he and Lorraine drove the 30km back to the campsite Richard, Gillian and I looked around the 
new Pt. Lincoln Cove development site. 
 Our final night’s camp was in Munyaroo C.P. We found a really good spot in the bush not far 
from the Gulf and after dark all went for a walk to the beach to look at the lights especially of 
nearby Whyalla 
Next morning we were greeted by a very dark, threatening sky. For most of the trip Richard and 
Gillian had packed at a more leisurely rate so Trevor and I decided that we could make the most 
of the situation. After comments like ‘Hey Trev look at those storm clouds’ and ‘Gee, it’s going 
to bucket down in a minute” Richard’s head emerged from the tent and on seeing the sky he    
hurriedly set about packing up. Gill just managed to clamber out before the tent came down. After 
the excellent time recorded for packing up we had plenty of time for a leisurely breakfast as the 
storm passed to the south. We explored some old copper mines (Murninnie) and had a look into 
some old shafts before heading home via Whyalla. It was a most enjoyable 10days in a most I  
interesting area. 
Thanks again Trevor and Lorraine for organising another great trip  
Ashton Claridge 
NPC 112 

This Month 

 

Peake trainer sand driving and social weekend on the 16th and 

17th June  

 

Mid year lunch at Club Marion is on the 24th June  
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